**Galley Convenience...**

Our wide-open galley offers all the comforts of your kitchen at home. 3-burner high performance range; 2-door, 2-way refrigerator and large convection microwave, you will be able to prepare any of your family's favorite meals.

**Luxurious Dining...**

Yellowstone delivers true comfort in the design and construction of the dinette table and seating. This dinette offers plenty of space for a full dinner setting and delivers relaxation with Comfort Plus steel spring seating topped off with panoramic windows for the best open view while dining.

Seats also fold up to provide out-of-the-way storage for your travel accessories.

**Comfort...**

Deep set superslides in the main living area dramatically increase the living space of this Motorcoach. Comfort Plus furniture adorns the entire RV.

**Spacious Living Quarters...**

Open living areas that incorporate large slide rooms and residential style furniture make home away from home very comfortable.

The overhead flat screen TV and the entertainment cabinet provide plenty of storage for music and movies to entertain everyone on a rainy day or quiet evening.
**Modern Cockpit...**
Driving the large and powerful Yellowstone may be intimidating at first but once you become accustomed to the controls and smooth handling of the intense 350 horsepower machine, you will feel right at home in our ergonomic cockpit designed to put the controls right at your fingertips.

**Bathroom...**
The bathroom in the Yellowstone makes it easy to prepare for the day ahead. The medicine cabinet mirror and under-sink storage gives you room to hide away personal products, and the skylight in the shower stall provides natural light and additional headroom for tall travelers.

**Bedroom Storage...**
The Bedroom of the Yellowstone delivers plenty of storage for both his and her clothing. All Floorplans include deep dresser drawers and large wardrobe storage to hang attire.

**Restful Nights...**
Yellowstone knows that a comfortable night's sleep is an integral part of a great travel experience. That's why we give you many amenities that you enjoy at home in our cozy bedroom areas. Items including a Queen size bed, windows at the head of the bed for ventilation, air conditioning, vanity mirror, overhead storage and Optional 20" flat screen television.
Yellowstone Exclusive Features & Benefits

Excellent Weathering - Maintaining the vehicle’s quality appearance enhances its resale value.

Tear Resistance - Flexroofs hard abuse resistant finish resists tearing, a condition that can cause leaks and lead to expensive repair.

Low Maintenance - Road grime can easily be removed with normal cleaning maintenance. Rubber chalking due to solar breakdown of the roof surface is eliminated, preserving the original appearance and resale value of the vehicle.

Stain Resistance - Fiberglass Flexroof is designed to resist staining and maintain its quality appearance.

Structural Integrity - Unlike conventional EPDM rubber roof membranes, Flexroof is a structural component of the roof system.

Textured Fiberglass - Helps dissipate heat and prevents tree limbs from tearing or scratching your roof.

Our residential style cabinets are constructed of solid hardwood doors and fronts that are predrilled and screwed then they are stained and top coated with a furniture grade finish that provides long lasting beauty and durability as well as adding strength and quietness to your motorhome.

Other companies use wrapped cabinet fronts prone to peeling, fading and tearing. The softer composite wood used does not hold screws as well as hardwood resulting in loss of strength and squeaking. Discoloration will degrade the beauty and lower the value of the motorhome.

Seamless, carpeted, galvanized steel storage compartments safely cradle your valuables. Rust protective paint and foam sealed for extended life and a quiet ride.

Dual metal H-Ducted air conditioning system with foil bubble wrapped insulation for superior climate control.

Yellowstone offers true flush floor slide out rooms to give you more headroom in the slide and eliminates the step up into the slide room that you will experience in many of our competitors motorhomes.

Yellowstone VS. Brand A
Cool Down Comparison

- At 15 minutes, Yellowstone cooled 7 degrees cooler.
- At 30 minutes, Yellowstone cooled 9 degrees cooler.
- At 1 hour, Yellowstone cooled 9 degrees cooler.

Finally, empirical data demonstrating the efficiency and performance of a roof air conditioning system versus a floor air conditioning system. Winner: Roof air conditioning by Yellowstone.
**Contemporary Looks...**

Full body paint and two graphic options both protect the exterior and offer a cutting edge look with classic simplicity. Yellowstone delivers the options you want to protect your investment, suit your budget and visual preference.

**Exterior Storage...**

The practice of Raised Rail Construction delivers more Ceiling height while increasing the amount of underbody storage space. Yellowstone uses one piece steel boxes in our underbody storage compartments which are then carpeted on the inside to protect your belongings while traveling down the road and coated with anti-corrosion paint on the underside to prevent deterioration. Slam latch doors on each storage compartment with lights in each and electrical outlets in two will provide all the conveniences you need to load and unload safely with ease.
See For Yourself!

The Yellowstone is Real Diesel, Real Affordable

The Difference is in the PriceTag
- 13,500 BTU AC in bedroom
- Maple Hardwood Cabinetry
- 2000 Watt Inverter
- 10 cu. ft. Side by Side Refrigerator
- 6-Sound Surround Sound
- Deluxe Exterior Paint Graphics
- 20" Flat Screen TV in bedroom
- Diesel Generator
- Washer/Dryer
- Dishwasher (8356)

Popular Options

- Coach-Net
- 12V Battery (coach 12V power)
- 12V Battery (coach 12V power)
- 4x4 Exterior (coach 4x4 power)
- 4x4 Exterior (coach 4x4 power)
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YELLOWSTONE FACILITIES...
Located in the heart of the Amish country, the complex, along with Yellowstone’s affiliate, Fairmont Homes, Inc., covers over 400 acres and includes more than 1.5 million square feet of state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities. With over 20 years of manufacturing experience producing quality Recreational Vehicles, Yellowstone is the leading manufacturer of high quality and high value RV products that are distributed through a partnership relation with independent dealers who are focused on meeting customer expectations.

YELLOWSTONE EXCEPTIONAL VALUE...
Your family and friends will feel safe and comfortable wrapped in Yellowstone’s “Cradle of Strength”. Comfort, Quietness and Insulation from the elements is what you will experience from Yellowstone’s “Tried and Tested” Motorhomes. Compare... and you will find the exceptional value of a Yellowstone Motorhome.